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Class Location: South

8649 63 Avenue, Phone (780) 469-1147

Class #: 1-4950

Classroom: S2 Teacher: Jan Fowler

Description: Almost every quilter has one...the cat that is always just there...mine slept in a box in the 

sewing room for years. A great hanging to use on the outside of your sewing room door stating it is 

your space. All templates are included in pattern and this hanging is a great way to use up scraps, 

learn applique the simple way and jazz up that boring white door.
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SupplySupplySupplySupply    listlistlistlist

    -sewing machine in good working order with accessories, power cords

    -applique foot

    -cotton thread to match colours used in scraps for applique pieces OR 

on colour for all pieces

    -bring your scraps...you have lots BUT you should also match up your c

at colours and the sewing machine should

     be white, grey or black, some yellow for rulers, red for pin cushions

, grey for scissors and accessories on machine

    -paper fusible (you need quite abit...at least a metre...I like Stitch 

Witchery, mechanical pencil, paper scissors

    - .6m of light coloured background...tone on tone or solid and light b

eige for banner

     1 m of wood grain fabric if you want to make sure it is going all in 

the right direction OR .4m if you are not fussy regarding

     grain or want to build the book shelf out of another colour...it is s

upposed to look like a bookshelf but you can just

     make it be three windows telling a story.

    - 1m backing

    - 30" x 38" piece of batting
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    -8" by WOF binding

    - buttons, pins, ribbons to add tactile depth if you like

    -Pattern included

Policies

Payment is requested at the time of registration

Phone registrations are possible with a credit card

If the minimum enrolment is not reached 1 week before the class, it will b

e cancelled for a full refund.  OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS require 1 month notice 

for cancellation unless otherwise stated.

No REFUNDS will be given 6 days (or less) prior to the start date of the c

lass, (OUTSIDE INSTRUCTORS 1 month)  however, you may send someone in your 

place.

Do not purchase your supplies until you are certain that the class is runn

ing.

Supply lists are available for each class.  Please ensure that you pick on

e up at one of either locations or visit our Web-site at:

www.centralsewing.com

Some classes utilize kits (at a nominal fee).
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